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A comprehensive menu of Kyoto Japanese Steakhouse Sushi from Pensacola covering all 18 menus and drinks
can be found here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about Kyoto Japanese Steakhouse Sushi:
I'm so upset that it took me so long to go to this restaurant. I stopped on a day and I got caught. It is located on a

Mexican restaurant, but has a sufficient parking space in front of and behind the restaurant. I have a Hibachi
menu of chicken and steak with roasted rice, vegetables, soup and salad. The food was quickly available and
smells delicious. The food tasted amazing. The steak was tender and the chicken ta... read more. What User

doesn't like about Kyoto Japanese Steakhouse Sushi:
Food was alright, just average. Nothing fantastic. The “chef” was very unentertaining which is half the reason you
go to hibachi, to be entertained. The service was terrible. Our waitress was nonexistent, no drink refills, no dish
removal, just not engaged. This place charges real hibachi prices for a less than stellar experience. It’s definitely

not worth it. read more. With a lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat, the Kyoto Japanese Steakhouse Sushi
from Pensacola prepares healthy, flavorful Japanese menus, Particularly fine are also the Sushi and delicacies

like Inside-Out from this place. The preparation of the menus is done typically Asian, The customers of the
establishment also appreciate the comprehensive selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the

restaurant has to offer.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Sush�
SASHIMI

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

SOUP

TUNA STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

CHICKEN

VEGETABLES

MISO

GINGER
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -21:00
Tuesday 11:00 -21:00
Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
Thursday 11:00 -21:00
Friday 11:00 -22:00
Saturday 16:30 -22:00
Sunday 12:00 -21:00
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